SCHOOL AND COLLEGE MANAGEMENT MADE EASY!

A comprehensive online solution for efficient and simplified management of school and colleges.

100% CLOUD-BASED EFFICIENT REPORTING ENGINE WORLD-CLASS SERVICE DELIVERY

Visit us at: www.campus365.io
For any sales query via Email: sales@campus365.io
For any sales query via Phone: (+91)7982639820 // (+91) 7703048777
Why School 365?

School 365 is elegant in its operational concept of a ‘Service Oriented Approach’. The distributed and synchronized data provides the source of information needed for student, parent, staff and management at a much higher speed. It is designed to speed up various tasks across the institution system and offers modules with robust features that benefit educators, students, and staff. An ERP solution that can be accessed anytime, anywhere. School 365 automates the entire student life-cycle — integrating admissions, registration, student billing, financial aid, student services and more into a single system that even includes built-in, self-service portals, all operating on a single, secure shared database. School 365 integrates all departments, faculty, students, alumni and other stakeholders.

Overview

In today’s world, which is in total control of technology, administration & management of organisations, particularly educational institutions, has become a tiresome and intricate task. It requires careful planning, systematic approach and accurate control of administrative processes to attract the best students, produce best results and project the best image. Coupled with tight competition from the industry, these institutions are increasingly seeking the help of information technology to improvise their facilities and maintain a competitive edge to their educational business.

Welcome to the extremely efficient, systematic, comprehensive and sophisticated yet user-friendly automated digital environment called ‘School 365’, an ERP solution specifically for the education industry.

School 365 is fully integrated, automated, ERP system that has solutions of being dedicated to activities associated with managing the student learning, assessment. Its integrated and web approach reduces management costs, minimizes paper and brings in accountability in every single operation, enhancing communication among students, teachers, management sta and parents. Its single sign on feature gives flexibility to integrate with existing or new software systems. School 365 leverages institution to reach out to public, alumni and prospective students.

It empowers you to:
• Record Application Distribution
• Manage Student Information Efficiently
• Record Student Billing and Payments
• Automatically maintain Grades
• CCE enabled for CBSE institutions
• Analyse the Performance of a class as a whole and school
• Trace Student Attendance
• Smartly manage timetable
• Effectively manage various resources
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EASIEST ERP TO LEARN AND USE:

Learning to use School 365 is just as easy as learning an Internet browser. School 365 uses the familiar point-and-click interface of today’s Web browsers to bring your data to your desktop. Navigation is clear and consistent, enabling all users to move throughout the system without retraining.

EMPOWERS IT DEPARTMENT:

School 365 runs on standard hardware and require no client maintenance, enabling your technology staff to spend time building the institution’s strategic capabilities, not troubleshooting desktop client software. School 365 minimizes network traffic because by design data and data processing reside on the server. This architecture enables rapid deployment of system updates; easy hardware upgrades and better infrastructure use that frees up resources.

WORKS ACROSS PLATFORMS:

Designed as a browser- independent resource for communication and interaction, School 365 enable students, teachers, administrators, alumni and parents to access live, up-to-date information and services 24/7 without any interruption.

SECURE DATA:

Building a database is hard work. Eduex secures it. Eduex employs full data audit trails and role-based security, allowing users to manage access with a high degree of granularity — by record, by course, by student and by object. Additionally, Eduex uses secure socket layer — SSL — for communications and encryption.

LIVE SUPPORT

A 24 / 7 dedicated support team assists customers with their technical questions or issues.
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**STUDENT ADMISSION MODULE**
This module simplifies admission procedure of the school and helps to admit a student directly in school without filling enquiry form. It is quick and easy to use.

**FEES MANAGEMENT**
Helps the office staff in managing monthly/termly school fee and quickly generate receipts. It keeps track of fee details and daily collection along with the dues and fines applicable.

**SUBJECT SETUP & MANAGEMENT**
Enter all required basic information of subjects in school so that software easily gets synchronized to your present subject structure of the school.

**HR & PAYROLL MANAGEMENT**
It gives comprehensive reports related to salary, leave, increments, arrear, DA, PF & Form 16. It also gives a dynamic formula builder to customise salary structure as per school’s need.

**ATTENDANCE MANAGEMENT**
Tedious task of student daily attendance can be done easily with the help of School 365. Attendance data is auto calculated by the software and can be shared easily with parents. Auto alerts for the regular absentees encourage them to be regular in school. Beautiful graphs are used to display attendance information for better understanding.

**TIMETABLE MANAGEMENT**
This module is a well-organized class management system. It is an effective solution to the problem of adjusting timetables in simple way. Timetable module checks the class duration, faculty availability and voids conflicts in timings.

**INBUILT WEBINAR**
With inbuilt Webinar module, your teachers can take extra classes online giving flexibility to teachers, students and parents. Students can attend the webinar sessions from their home which helps in reducing the travel time from Home to School and School to Home.

**MOBILE APP**
Customized Android and iOS mobile apps in the School’s name, logo, and address. Mobile Apps for Students and Parents. The apps are 100% secure as no phone numbers are shared either its of Parents or Teachers. It also helps Parents in tracking attendance and performance of their child in real time in order to better manage a student’s progress.
MANAGEMENT
- Campus Management
- Zero redundancy in managing the institutions records
- Effective communication between teachers, parents and students
- Creation of school's tech savvy image
- Complete automation of all operations
- Best possible resource optimization
- Auto-generation of timetables with dynamic substitute

TEACHERS
- Automated student attendance
- Computerized management of marks and grades
- Timetable creation in advance
- Availability of more time for students
- Efficient and effective interaction with parents
- E-mail & Internal messaging system
- Inbuilt Webinar module for online classes
- Access to own and students' attendance
- Manage class information and analytical reports

STUDENTS
- Enhanced interaction with teachers, parents and peers
- Access to attendance, timetable, marks, grades and examination schedule
- Freedom to browse through library books catalogue and identify the book(s) to be issued
- Prior information of events & holidays
- Online assignment submission
- Mobile Application to communicate

PARENTS
- Get connected to the institution effectively and easily
- Frequent interaction with teachers
- Regular and prompt availability of institution updates through articles, discussion forums, image gallery and messaging system
- Prior information about institution events and holidays
- Reliable update on child's attendance, progress report and fee payment
TECHNOLOGY

SCALABILITY

Scalability is highly important for any systems. School 365 is capable of growing with the school, both in terms of slow managed growth and sudden change. School 365 has been designed from the beginning to scale from a single server machine running all the components up to a system involving clustered components and distributed access from a worldwide basis.

RELIABILITY

Scalability also requires reliability. School 365 is capable of dealing gracefully with errors, not stopping at the first sign of trouble. Additionally, it is easy to separately monitor the presence and performance of each component of the system, in order that support staff can identify and deal with any errors or overload that does occur.

SECURITY

Security is also highly important for any systems. The disadvantage of making it easy to find school information is that it also makes it easy for this information to fall into the wrong hands. Defined security lines are implemented right from the beginning of School 365. It has the concept of user permissions. Passwords are stored in the database using a standard encryption algorithm.
Zero Maintenance:
You no more need to talk to technology Web Design Company to update your website information. Our unique feature offers you easy editor to update your institution information from any computer.

Reduced Costs:
Our solution brings ERP solution to you at lowered and affordable costs.

Flexible Functionality and Deployment:
Our portals are simple enough for novice users, yet robust enough for power users. A scalable, standards based platform means you can start small and rollout new features and functionality, as you are ready.

Easy GUI:
Adding and customizing content on your portal is easy thanks to an intuitive interface and the ability to integrate with external applications.

Cloud Based
School 365 is powered by Google Cloud platform which provides the ERP a 99.9% uptime.
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